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Another example:

• Zenefits

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7KmjzfK3f38



Review what we have discussed so far…



Start with a problem:

Who are you
and 

what problems frustrate you and/or 
your friends/family?

(alt: what do you care about?)

I hate 
carrying an 
umbrella

My grandma 
fell last 

month and 
broke her 

hip.

My parents 
can’t afford 
to put solar 
panels on 
our house.

I hated 
having to 
share a 

microscope 
in HS.

I hate when 
restaurants 

use 
disposable 
packaging.



Setting up your team for success



Building a 
winning 
team

Talented and goal-oriented

Friendly vibe and easy to get along with

Team players with a shared vision

Take responsibility and ownership of tasks

What does this look like for TE250?



Getting the 
work done

• Agree on a set of ground rules
• Who sets up meetings?
• When will we meet?
• Who runs the meetings?
• How will we interact in meetings?
• How will we ensure action items are complete 

before meetings?
• How will we call out infractions?
• How will we communicate offline?
• How quickly will we respond to each other?
• How will we communicate if we have a problem 

that interferes with ground rules?
• Other things we need to define up front?



Week 3 Problem 
statement canvas



Problem Statement Canvas

CONTEXT PROBLEM ALTERNATIVES
When does the problem occur? What is the root cause of the 

problem?
What do customers do now to fix 
the problem?

[Type here] [Type here] [Type here]

CUSTOMERS EMOTIONAL IMPACT ALTERNATIVE SHORTCOMINGS
Who has the problem most 
often? How does the customer feel?

What are the disadvantages of 
the alternatives?

[Type here] [Type here] [Type here]
QUANTIFIABLE IMPACT
What is the measurable impact? 
(include units)
[Type here]



Uber
https://startlean.org/lean-startup-strategy-framing-the-problem/





GrowthMentor





Let’s build one…



Example of Problem Statement Canvas

• Adam is 37 and lives with his wife and kids in a typical suburb.
• He is unable to find the time to exercise due to work and family time 

constraints
• He ends up feeling frustrated and groggy and has regular dips in 

energy
• So he joins the gym and goes at lunchtime
• But there are too many barriers for entry; the gym costs money, 

requires packing of extra bag for work, if something comes up at 
work is de-railed from going, gym is too busy and requires travel 
there and back sucking up time



Class Exercise

• What is Adam’s problem?
• When does it happen and where?
• Who are the people like Adam?
• What impact does the problem have on Adam?
• What current solutions are available to Adam?
• What are the problems with the current solutions?





Some additional examples



THE PROBLEM STATEMENT
CANVAS

STARTUP NAME
DATE

VERSION

When does the problem occur? What is the root cause of the problem? What do customers do now to fix the problem?

Who has the problem most often? How does the customer feel? What are the disadvantages of the alternatives?

What is the measurable impact? (include units)

Free Electives
2/1/23
1

CONTEXT PROBLEM ALTERNATIVES

CUSTOMERS EMOTIONAL IMPACT ALTERNATIVE SHORTCOMINGS

QUANTIFIABLE IMPACT

UIUC students must fulfill several elective
requirements to graduate. They must choose
these classes from a very large catalogue.

There is a vast selection of elective courses,
and it is difficult to find information about
these classes and decide whether taking them
will be personally valuable experiences.

Students ask each other about their
experiences either in person or on messaging
platforms like Reddit.

Undergraduate UIUC students Overwhelmed, uninformed, unsure

Number of students who have enrolled in
some number of elective courses at UIUC

Not everyone has access to testemonials from
other students and there is not an organized
way to share these testemonials. Online
discussion boards are not organized in a way
that caters to UIUC students who are trying to

It is hard to pick the right elective courses…



THE PROBLEM STATEMENT 
CANVAS

STARTUP NAME Eric Business
DATE 2/5/2023

VERSION 1

CONTEXT PROBLEM ALTERNATIVES
When does the problem occur? What is the root cause of the problem? What do customers do now to fix the problem?

When the students are entering the last few 
years of their education.

Not having enough resources beyond a few 
Google searches, YouTube videos, and Web 
articles for the job or the position that they are 
looking for.

Search and find connection to some 
professionals on Linkedin and hope for them to 
respond.

CUSTOMERS EMOTIONAL IMPACT ALTERNATIVE SHORTCOMINGS
Who has the problem most often? How does the customer feel? What are the disadvantages of the alternatives?

High School and College students (from the age 
16 to 26) who are looking for internship and job 
opportunities.

Ignorant and frustrating The professionals on LinkedIn were unlikely to 
reply it back mostly because they don't know 
you or you (the students) aren't offering any 
value to them.

QUANTIFIABLE IMPACT
What is the measurable impact? (include units)

1/5 of recent grads couldn’t find jobs related to 
their major according to resumebuilder.

It is hard to find good internships/jobs…



Mental health programs for college students lack 
customized self help options for acute lows.

STARTUP NAME Cognify
DATE 2/6/2023

VERSION 1

CONTEXT PROBLEM ALTERNATIVES

When does the problem occur? What is the root cause of the problem? What do customers do now to fix the problem?

Acute lows in college students can commonly develop in 
daily situations of constant assement. Acute lows are 
also produced by random situations, such as illness or 
unfortunate news, so it is a constant behavioral problem 
that students must face.

There are several outlets for professional 
guidance towards serious mental health 
situations. However, there lacks programs for 
students who are looking for solutions to 
their less consequtional problems regarding 
mental health (acute lows).

Students may seek out academic counselors for mental health stability. 
These programs are often over-booked which does not provide relief for 
those who would benefit from quick assitance. Those outcompeted in 
the scheduling dilemma may be charged expensive costs to find a 
professional therapist. Ultimately, with regards to acute lows, the before 
mentioned struggle of finding mental health guidance may deter 
students facing common problems from obtaining professional 
guidance,  turn students toward ignoring their lows rather than facing 
them altogether. 

CUSTOMERS EMOTIONAL IMPACT ALTERNATIVE SHORTCOMINGS
Who has the problem most often? How does the customer feel? What are the disadvantages of the alternatives?

Everyone faces acute lows, and it is common that these are push aside, 
rather than emotionally investigated. However, our product is specifically 
integrated for college students. They're constantly being assessed, which 
promptly notifies an indivudal of their shortcomings and mistakes. This is 
why college students are a large part of our future consumer.

Frustrated or Alone There is a large market already established in mental health services. Our group 
does not contain any professional therapists, or psychologists. There exists 
applications that have sped up the process of finding emotional counsling, 
which could be direct competition. If all else, it may signify that our brand would 
have to integrate with professional guidance scheduling. The main part of our 
app should include self-help instruction, however, I'd feel like we'd be 
underdeveloped as a theraputic company if we didn't have some direct 
connection to psychological counseling within the app.

QUANTIFIABLE IMPACT
What is the measurable impact? (include units)

We can measure app activity, to see how students are 
utilizing self-help tools. With inegrated user-feedback, 
we can measure improvments in mood.

Student mental health is a problem…



Business 
Model Canvas



“A startup is a Temporary organization 

designed 

to search for a repeatable & scalable 

business model.”

Steve Blank





Business model canvas



Week 1
Business model canvas















MoviePass
https://slidemodel.com/busi
ness-model-canvas/





Figma
Collaborative design tool that allows users to create and edit designs in real time.

https://businessmodelanalyst.com/figma-business-model/





Wrapping up 
Week 3

• Team Assignment: Meet outside of class to 
fill out the Problem Statement Canvas for 
the problem you selected in the Breakout 
today.
• Each student individually use the problem 

statement canvas to assess the problem the 
startup you have been assigned is 
attempting to solve. (NOT A TEAM 
ASSIGNMENT!)
• Do reading/viewing for next week.



Week 3 
Breakout: 
Select top 
problem 
statement



Breakout instructions

• Discuss the top three problem statements you agreed on last week.
• After thinking about it for a week, would you like to made edits to 

how you describe the top 3?
• Decide how you will determine the final problem statement.
• Select the final problem statement.


